Background: Measurements of the morphology of the ankle joint, performed mostly for surgical planning of total ankle arthroplasty and for collecting data for total ankle prosthesis design, are often made on planar radiographs, and therefore can be very sensitive to the positioning of the joint during imaging. The current study aimed to compare ankle morphological measurements using CT-generated 2D images with gold standard values obtained from 3D CT data; to determine the sensitivity of the 2D measurements to mal-positioning of the ankle during imaging; and to quantify the repeatability of the 2D measurements under simulated positioning conditions involving random errors.
Background
Total ankle arthroplasty (TAA) is an important treatment option for the management of advanced ankle osteoarthritis, a disease often leading to impairment of locomotion, physical disability, and reduced quality of life [1, 2] . Clinical success of TAA depends heavily on the available information on the morphology of the relevant bones, which is critical for the design of ankle prostheses and for the procedures of their surgical implantation [3, 4] . Restoration of the ankle joint using TAA based on anatomical dimensions has been suggested to lead to the best clinical results [5] [6] [7] .
It is well recognized that conformity of a TAA design to the bone morphology, including the proper sizing of the components, is an important factor for the success of the prosthesis in replicating the function of the joint [8] . For example, the radius of curvature of the talar component is critical for the compatibility of the total ankle prosthesis with the dimensions of the ligaments, affecting the mobility and the stability of the replaced ankle [3, 9, 10] . A radius smaller than normal may lead to slackening of ligaments and thus joint instability, while a radius greater than normal could result in joint motion limitation. Using implants of precisely matched sizes can thus substantially reduce complications and increase survival rates [11] [12] [13] [14] . A good shape match between the prosthesis and the resected surfaces of the bones is also an important factor for long-term fixation in TAA [12, 15, 16] . Therefore, errors in the estimation of the patient-specific morphological parameters may have critical effects on the pre-surgical decision-making in TAA, including the selection of the size of the implants.
Among the clinically available medical imaging modalities, bi-planar radiographs are commonly used for this purpose owing to their convenience, low cost, and low radiation dose compared with other modalities such as MRI or CT [17] . Since bi-planar radiographs are based on two-dimensional (2D) projective images, bones at different distances from the projection plane will produce bone images of different size, position and intensity. In addition, the intrinsic articular surfaces of the ankle joint are not symmetrical, and are often oblique with respect to the anatomical planes of the tibia, fibula and talus. It is difficult to describe all the anatomical dimensions in detail with only one radiograph, either in the anteroposterior (A/P), mediolateral (M/L) or mortise (M) view, leading to errors in measurements and interpretations.
For a morphological measurement of the ankle on a radiograph to be accurate, the true positions of anatomical bony landmarks should be identifiable on the radiograph, and the bones have to be positioned correctly with respect to the X-ray source to avoid projecting oblique shapes and overlapping surfaces onto the radiograph, i.e., radiographs of the ankle must be A/P, M/L or M views. However, this ideal positioning is difficult to achieve in clinical practice. The positioning error of the ankle as a result of contact of the exterior shape of the lower limb with the image plane, or improper position of the beam focus by an operator during the radiography procedure might cause artificial projection errors on the planar radiograph [18, 19] .
Computerized Tomography (CT) scans can be used to obtain more accurate morphological data of the ankle bones [20] than those obtained from 2D images [4, 21] . However, since CT scans are expensive and involve relatively high radiation dosage, 2D imaging is still in use clinically for evaluating the ankle and selecting the size of the prosthesis. To the best knowledge of the authors, no study has evaluated quantitatively the errors involved in the morphological measurements using 2D imaging methods, which may have an impact on the diagnosis, treatment planning, and the outcomes. By taking advantage of computer simulation, measurement errors in 2D imaging may be obtained by comparing 2D and 3D measurements. This will help clarify whether 2D image-based measurement errors are affected by bone poses in space during imaging, and whether they can be used to find the calibration relationship between measurements based on 2D images and 3D reconstruction for clinical applications.
The purposes of this study were (a) to compare the measurements of ankle morphology in the standard pose using 3D CT images with those using 2D images, and to determine the relationships between 2D and 3D measurements using linear regression analysis; (b) to determine the sensitivity of the 2D measurements to the errors associated with the mal-positioning of the ankle during imaging; (c) to quantify the repeatability of the 2D measurements under simulated positioning conditions involving random errors; and (d) to evaluate the performance of the linear regression equations obtained in (a) in predicting 3D measurements from 2D measurements.
Methods

Overview
The general procedural framework for the current study is shown in Figure 1 , indicating the steps of the experiments and computer simulations for the three objectives of the study, namely comparisons and linear regression analysis of 2D and 3D measurements, sensitivity analysis and repeatability analysis of 2D measurements. Cadaveric ankles were CT scanned and the data were used to reconstruct surface and volumetric models of the bones, which were then used to simulate sagittal and frontal radiographs using digitally reconstructed radiographs (DRR). Three-dimensional morphological measurements were performed on the 3D CT-derived bone models and taken as the Figure 1 Procedural framework of the study. The general procedural framework for the current study, indicating the steps of the experiments and computer simulations for the three objectives of the study, namely comparisons of 2D and 3D measurements, sensitivity analysis and repeatability analysis of 2D measurements.
gold standard. Two-dimensional measurements were performed on the CT-generated planar DRR images. Comparisons between 3D and 2D measurements enabled the assessment of errors in 2D measurements and the determination of their correlations, while comparisons of 2D measurements between standard pose and perturbed poses were used for sensitivity and repeatability analysis of measurements based on 2D images (Figure 1 ).
Specimen preparation and CT scan
Fifty-eight fresh frozen ankle specimens, 22 females and 36 males, were used in the current study (Table 1 ). These specimens were obtained from donors who had undergone below-knee amputation procedures for reasons other than trauma or disease of the ankle joint. The specimens were stored at −70°C immediately after harvest and thawed at room temperature 24 hours prior to experiment. Each ankle specimen was positioned in the neutral joint position, i.e., standard pose, in a plastic frame (Figure 2 ), according to previously determined procedures [20] . The specimen was fixed to a baseplate using bone cement, with the long axis of the base-plate of the frame aligned with the line joining the calcaneal insertion of the Achilles tendon and the second metatarsal head. The standard pose of the ankle was then defined when the longitudinal axis of the shank was perpendicular to the base-plate as indicated by a goniometer. The spine of the plastic frame was adjusted to accommodate specimens with different lengths of the remaining shank. The proximal ends of the shank bones were then fixed to the upper plate using bone cement. This procedure enabled a reliable definition of the anatomical frame for the specimen as a whole without the potential errors associated with the difficultly of identifying bony landmarks [20] . After fixation, the specimen-fixation construct was scanned with a 16-slice spiral CT scanner (GE BrightSpeed16, C&G Technologies, USA) with a slice thickness of 0.625 mm. The resolution of the obtained CT images was 512 × 512 (pixels) and the voxel size was 0.630 × 0.630 × 0.625 (mm 3 ).
Bone model reconstruction and morphological parameters
Two types of 3D models of the bones, i.e., volumetric and surface models, together with the plastic frame were reconstructed from the CT images following Lin et al. [22] . The volumetric model of the ankle specimen as a whole (namely the tibia, fibula and talus) were segmented from the CT data set. In addition to the volumetric model, a triangle-meshed surface model of each bone was also reconstructed from the CT slices. All the required image processing for model construction was performed using a commercial software package (AMIRA, Visage Imaging Inc., Germany). A coordinate system was embedded in both models of the ankle specimen with the origin at the geometric center of the talus; the anteroposterior (X) axis parallel to the base-plate, the Demographic data of the 58 donors of the ankle specimens, 36 males and 26 females. These specimens were obtained from below-knee amputation procedures undergone for reasons other than trauma or disease of the ankle joint.
superoinferior (Y) axis perpendicular to the base-plate, and the mediolateral (Z) axis as the line perpendicular to both the X-and Y-axes. A total of 14 morphological parameters, ten for the tibia-fibula segment and four for the talus, were determined automatically [4, 20] for the bone models in the standard pose based on the 3D geometrical definitions given in Figure 3 and Table 2 , using an in house-developed program in MATLAB (R2010a, The MathWorks, Inc., USA). The data were then taken as the gold standard values. All the landmarks associated with the morphological parameters were also determined automatically by the software and were verified by an experienced orthopaedic surgeon (CCK) before subsequent use for automatic labeling of the landmarks identified on 2D images.
Generation of digitally reconstructed radiograph (DRR)
Given the positions of the X-ray source and a CT-derived volumetric bone model in space with respective to the image plane, the DRR of the bone was generated by casting rays through the volume of the bone model [22] . Each of these rays went through a number of voxels of the volume, the attenuation coefficients of which were then integrated along the ray and projected onto the imaging plane to obtain a DRR image resembling a radiograph ( Figure 4 ). In order to reduce the time required for DRR generation, the ray-tracing was implemented with trilinear interpolation in MATLAB (R2010a, The Mathworks, Inc., USA) [23] . In the current study, the DRRs were generated simulating the standard X-ray imaging of the ankle on a digital radiography system (CXDI-40EG, CANON, USA) in which the X-ray focus was 1 meter away from the image plane. Figure 2 The global coordinate system of the ankle specimen. The fixation of the ankle specimen in the standard pose for imaging. The global coordinate system of the ankle specimen was defined with the origin at the geometric center of the talus. The anteroposterior (X) axis was defined as the line joining the calcaneal insertion of the Achilles tendon and the head of the second metatarsal. The superoinferior (Y) axis was defined as the tibial longitudinal axis which was perpendicular to the base-plate. The mediolateral (Z) axis was then defined as the line perpendicular to both the X-and Y-axes.
2D Measurements in standard pose
Measurements of the morphological parameters on planar radiographs were first performed with the ankle model in the standard pose for imaging, with the anatomical axes parallel with those of the X-ray system depending on the direction of the imaging ( Figure 4 ). For the DRR simulating an M/L radiograph, the ankle model was positioned such that the lateral malleolus was in contact with the image plane and the principal axis passed through the medial malleolus. For the DRR simulating an A/P radiograph, the ankle model was positioned such that the most posterior aspect of the calcaneus was in contact with the image plane and the principal axis passed through the mid-point of the inter-malleolar axis. During the generation of the DRR for 2D measurements, the landmarks associated with the morphological parameters were also generated automatically using the geometrical features of the 3D volumetric bone models (Table 2) , and projected onto the 2D image ( Figure 4) . The values of the morphological parameters on the DRR were calculated following the same definition as in 3D measurements without using the projected 3D landmarks. Some parameters, such as TaR and SRTi, were calculated with edge detection on the DRR image and minimum human involvement. For parameters that are defined by bony landmarks, an experienced orthopaedic surgeon (CCK) identified the landmarks directly on the DRR. The reliability of this procedure was determined by repeated identification of the landmarks by the same surgeon, giving an Intra-Class Correlation coefficient (ICC) of 0.9, which was considered strong for the current purpose. After the manual identification, the projected 3D landmarks were then used to label the landmarks automatically using a 2D-to-3D registration procedure [24] for subsequent analysis. This automatic procedure removed human errors in naming the landmarks. The normality of the parameters was tested using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Statistical comparisons between 2D and 3D measurements for each parameter were Table 2 .
performed using a paired t-test, and their association was determined using Pearson's correlation analysis. Linear regression was also implemented to provide the relation between 2D and 3D measurements.
Sensitivity analysis of 2D measurements to Mal-positioning
A systematic sensitivity analysis was performed to determine the changes in the 2D measurements as a result of small deviations about each of the three anatomical axes of the ankle specimen from the standard pose. From the standard pose, the model of the ankle specimen was then rotated by 6 degrees at 1-degree intervals in both directions about each of the three axes of the coordinate system, respectively ( Figure 5 ). The maximum ranges of the rotations were selected reflecting the possible errors in aligning the ankle joint for X-ray imaging in the clinical protocol currently in use in our hospital, such as those associated with the effects of the profile of the shank during M/L imaging and the size of the calcaneus and the profile of the thigh during A/P imaging. Therefore, for each specimen 2D morphological parameters were measured from 37 DRRs of different specimen model poses (including the standard pose) for each of the M/L and A/P views. The trend of each of the morphometric measurements in relation to the rotational perturbations about each axis of the coordinate system was also determined using a polynomial test. 
Repeatability analysis of 2D measurements
For the repeatability of the 2D measurements, each specimen was perturbed from its standard pose with random errors in the three individual rotational components to obtain ten new poses. The random errors were generated within the above-mentioned maximum ranges. For each specimen 2D morphological parameters were measured from the DRRs of the ten different specimen model poses for each of the M/L and A/P views. Repeatability of the measurements of each parameter was then assessed in terms of the Intra-Class Correlation coefficients using a 2-way mixed-effects average model (ICC3, k) for intra-examiner assessment [25] . The values of the ICC ranging from 0.81 to 1.0 indicated very good reliability; 0.61-0.80 good; 0.41-0.60 moderate; 0.21-0.40 fair; and below 0.2 poor reliability [26] .
Prediction of 3D measurements using 2D measurements via linear regression equations
For evaluating the performance of the linear regression equations derived from data in the standard pose for predicting the 3D measurements from 2D measurements, each specimen was perturbed from its standard pose with random errors in the three individual rotational components to obtain two sets of ten new poses, one set with random errors within a maximum of 3 degrees and another set within 6 degrees. The DRRs of these perturbed poses in the M/L and A/P views were used to obtain 2D measurements of the morphological parameters. These measurements were then corrected using the corresponding linear regression equations to give corrected 2D measurements. The residual errors of the corrected 2D measurements were calculated by comparing them to Figure 4 Projective projection of CT bone data to obtain a Digitally Reconstructed Radiograph (DRR). The projective projection of the CT bone data was performed simulating the standard X-ray imaging of the ankle on a digital radiography system (CXDI-40EG, CANON, USA) with the X-ray focus 1 meter away from the image plane. The ankle model was positioned in the standard pose with the anatomical axes parallel to those of the X-ray system depending on the direction of the imaging. The DRR of the bone was generated by casting rays from the X-ray source through the volume of the bone model. Each of these rays went through a number of voxels of the volume, the attenuation coefficients of which were then integrated along the ray and projected onto the imaging plane to obtain a DRR image resembling a radiograph. During the generation of the DRR for 2D measurements, the landmarks (red) associated with the morphological parameters determined were also generated automatically using the geometrical features of the 3D volumetric bone models (Table 2) , and projected onto the 2D image plane. The projected 3D landmarks were used to label the landmarks automatically using a 2D-to-3D registration procedure [24] .
the 3D measurements. All the statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 13.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, USA).
Results
The results of the Shapiro-Wilk test showed that the parameters all had a normal distribution. In the standard pose without any positioning errors, most morphological parameters were significantly different between 2D and 3D measurements, except APA, MTiTh, MDV, TaR, MLATi and TaW (Table 3) . However, most parameters showed a high correlation between 2D and 3D measurements with correlation coefficients greater than 0.8, and the regression lines showed a slope close to unity (Table 3) . Among the parameters showing no significant 2D-3D differences, MTiTh (0.54), MDV (0.37) and TaRm (0.09) had only a moderate to low correlation (Table 3) . Further systematic sensitivity analysis showed how the 2D measurements were affected by errors in the mal-positioning in each anatomical plane. With a rotational positioning error of 6 degrees in both directions about the X-axis, most parameters, except TaW, MLATi and MLATa, were not greatly affected, with measurement errors smaller than 10% of the standard values (i.e., those obtained in the standard pose) ( Table 4 ). For those with higher measurement errors, the sensitivities to positive and negative pose perturbations were largely different. The MLATa parameter was the most sensitive, overestimating the standard values by 160.1% for positive rotational Figure 5 Sensitivity analysis of the ankle morphological parameters. Sensitivity of the ankle morphological parameters in response to deviations in the three rotational components away from the standard pose on the M/L radiograph. The ankle model was positioned such that the lateral malleolus was in contact with the image plane with the principal axis passing through the medial malleolus. From the standard pose defined by the coordinate system (X, Y, Z), the ankle model was rotated by 6 degrees at 1-degree intervals in both directions about each of the three anatomical axes to give a perturbed pose as described by the coordinate system (X', Y', Z'). As a schematic representation, the landmarks associated with 3D morphological parameters (black: original position of the landmarks; grey: landmark positions after perturbation) are also shown on the 2D image via projection. The distances of the landmarks on 2D image (L: 3D value; l: unperturbed landmark distances; l': perturbed landmark distances) varied with different rotational perturbations. A similar perturbation approach was also used for analysis of parameters defined on the A/P radiograph.
perturbations about the X-axis and by 35.6% for negative rotational perturbations. The second most sensitive parameter was MLATi, underestimating the standard values by 36.1% for positive rotational perturbations about the X-axis, and overestimating by 35.3% for negative rotational perturbations. Another sensitive parameter TaW underestimated the standard values by 31.2% for positive rotational perturbations, but by only 18.4% for negative rotational perturbations (Table 4) .
With a rotational perturbation of 6 degrees in both directions about the Z-axis (i.e., specimen rotation in the sagittal plane), the most sensitive parameter again was MLATa, overestimating the standard values by 145.3% for positive rotational perturbations and by 87.0% for negative rotational perturbations ( Table 4 ). The second most sensitive parameter was MDA, underestimating the standard values by about 56.3% for positive rotational perturbations, but overestimating by about 19.3% for negative rotational perturbations. Another parameter was MDV, showing a sensitivity of about 20% with different error values in response to positive and negative rotational perturbations. None of the parameters were sensitive to rotational perturbations about the Y-axis, i.e., in the transverse plane, where all sensitivities were less than 10% (Table 4) . Linear or quadratic trends of changes in most parameters in response to rotational perturbations about the X-and Y-axes were detected, but only a small number of parameters showed significant trends when subject to perturbations about the Z-axis (Table 4) . 
Mean values and standard deviations of 2D and 3D measurements, and the mean errors of 2D measurements as percentages of 3D measurements. Negative error values indicate that the parameter measured from 2D images underestimated those measured from 3D CT data. Pearson's correlation coefficients and P-values of comparisons between 2D and 3D measurements using a paired t-test are also given. The coefficients (a, b) corresponding to the linear regression analysis on the 2D and 3D measurements are listed. Table 4 Sensitivity of the 2D measurements to the mal-positioning of the ankle X-axis Y-axis Z-axis The linear regression equations derived from data in the standard pose performed quite well for poses of the specimen models that were perturbed within 3 degrees in the three individual rotational components. After correction with the linear regression equations (Table 3) , the 2D measurements errors of all the parameters were greatly reduced with residual errors less than 10% of the 3D measurements, except for MLATa (14.76%) ( Table 5 ). Pose errors up to 6 degrees in the three individual rotational components were also reduced in most of the parameters, except for MDA (35.96%), MDV (12.09%), TaW (−14.07%) and MLATa (29.11%) ( Table 5 ).
Discussion
The current study aimed to compare the measurements of ankle morphology in the standard pose using 3D CT images with those using 2D images, and to determine the relationships between 2D and 3D measurements using linear regression analysis; to determine the sensitivity of the 2D measurements to mal-positioning of the ankle during imaging; to quantify the repeatability of the 2D measurements under simulated positioning conditions involving random errors; and to evaluate the performance of the linear regression equations in predicting 3D measurements from 2D measurements. In the *Error = 100% × (2D -3D)/3D. Mean residual errors of 2D measurements of the morphological parameters made on two sets of DRR images produced from 3D poses with random errors in the three individual rotational components for up to 3 degrees and 6 degrees, respectively, before and after corrections using the linear regression equations derived from data in the standard pose.
standard pose, six out of fourteen 2D morphological parameters were not significantly different from the 3D gold standard values, and most of the parameters were highly correlated between 2D and 3D measurements. Most 2D measurements were not sensitive to rotational perturbations, except for TaW, MLATi and MLATa to perturbations about the X-axis, and MDA, MDV and MLATa to perturbations about the Z-axis. Most of the 2D measurements were repeatable when subjected to randomized perturbations about each anatomical axis, except for TaW that had only moderate repeatability. The linear regression equations between the 2D and 3D measurements were shown to be effective in correcting the errors in the 2D morphometric measurements, which will be helpful for improved estimation of the morphometric parameters for clinical purposes.
In the standard pose for imaging, most morphometric parameters measured using 2D images were highly correlated to the gold standard values defined by the 3D CT data. This was expected because in the standard imaging pose the morphometric parameters measured from the 2D images were related to the 3D data via the principle of perspective projection with only little variation among subjects. Nonetheless, significant differences between 2D and 3D measurements did exist in several morphometric parameters. On the other hand, for those few morphometric parameters, namely MTiTh, MDV and TaR, that had poor to moderate correlations with the 3D gold standard, no significant differences were found between their 2D and 3D measurements. This indicates that if the imaging is done in the standard pose, the 2D measurements can be regarded as good representations of the parameters as those measured using 3D CT data. However, in a clinical setting it may be unfeasible to position the ankle reliably in the standard pose because patients have different profiles and sizes of the thigh, shank and the calcaneus that may affect the pose of the foot/ankle complex.
For measurements made on the M/L radiographs (i.e., in the sagittal plane), most of the parameters were found not to be affected by rotational errors about the three axes. The only sensitive parameters were MDA and MDV, which have important implications for TAA because these parameters are related to determining the optimal cutting level of the bone and the relevant instrumentation in ankle arthroplasty in order to preserve the healthy bone of the tibia and fibula as much as possible [4] . For measurements made on the A/P radiographs (i.e., in the frontal plane), most of the parameters were found not to be affected by rotational errors about the three axes. The only sensitive parameters were MLATi, MLATa and TaW. The first two parameters were small in value. Therefore, any small changes due to small rotational errors in the frontal and/or sagittal planes would be a large proportion of the original value. In contrast, for the same positive positioning error, TaW considerably underestimated the standard values by up to 31.2%. This underestimation was equivalent to an error of 8 mm in Chinese adults [20] , which would be a major problem for sizing the total ankle prosthesis, the maximal range of which is only about 10 mm. This was further worsened by its reduced reliability compared to most of the other parameters. These results suggest that pre-surgical evaluations based on TaW should be made with caution so as to avoid inappropriate selection of the sizes of the TAA prosthesis because the value of the trochlea tali width (TaW) relates directly to the size of the talar component [27] .
Since it is unrealistic to expect the ankle to be positioned in the standard pose reliably in a clinical setting, one possibility is to try to reduce the 2D measurement errors given that 2D and 3D measurements of most of the morphological parameters were found to be correlated linearly. The linear regression equations obtained in the current study were shown to be effective in correcting the errors in the 2D morphometric measurements, especially for perturbation less than 3 degrees about the three individual axes. However, when the positioning errors became too large, such as up to 6 degrees, parameters sensitive to the axial perturbations, namely MDA, MDV, TaW and MLATa, were difficult to correct. This is mainly because the linear regression equations derived from the data in the standard pose were less effective in describing the 2D and 3D relationship accurately. Therefore, care should be exercised in positioning the ankle in order to minimize the positioning errors in clinical practice. With physically minimized positioning errors, the current linear regression equations would be helpful for improved estimation of the morphometric parameters for clinical purposes.
In the current study, CT-based computer simulation with DRRs was preferred over the direct use of simple X-ray radiographs because the latter would need more manual involvement, increasing uncertainties and errors in the measurements during imaging. For example, an accurate positioning device that allows the angular perturbations about the three axes of the coordinate system for each specimen with different sizes and morphology would be needed. Manual identification of the bony landmarks separately on the specimen and on the X-ray image would also be required. Nonetheless, since measurements based on planar radiographs are still widely used for the diagnosis of diseases and pre-surgical evaluations of the ankle joint in orthopedic practices, it is essential to establish some knowledge of the errors or uncertainties in the radiograph-based measurements. The current results identified the parameters whose 2D measurements were sensitive to rotational pose errors during imaging. Linear regression equations were also obtained for correcting 2D measurements for clinical use. Further studies are needed to quantify the sensitivity, reliability and correction equations for the parameters when subject to errors in the ankle joint positions (e.g., plantar-and dorsiflexion), as well as translational pose errors such as when the source of the X-ray is not focused on the reference points used for positioning during imaging. Further studies may also include reliability analysis under real life conditions to account for intra-and inter-observer variability that have been suggested to be the main source of artifacts in clinical practice [28] .
Conclusions
In the standard pose for imaging, most ankle morphometric parameters measured using 2D images were highly correlated to the gold standard values defined by the 3D CT data, with some morphological parameters not significantly different from the gold standard values. For measurements made on the M/L images, the only parameters sensitive to rotational pose errors were MDA and MDV, which had important implications for determining the optimal cutting level of the bone during TAA surgery. For measurements made on the A/P images, TaW underestimated the standard values by up to 31.2% with only a moderate reliability, suggesting that pre-surgical evaluations based on TaW should be made with caution so as to avoid inappropriate selection of the sizes of the TAA prosthesis. The linear regression equations of the relationship between 2D and 3D measurements will be helpful for correcting the errors in 2D morphometric measurements for clinical applications.
